Why Choose BAILEY® VALLEY FLASHING?

BAILEY METAL PRODUCTS offers Valley Flashings with both a hem and a hem rib option in addition to our standard valley. These features provide Roofers with a higher quality product at the same price as a standard valley.

**HEM:**
A hemmed edge is one that has been folded over for added safety
- Reduces the possibility of injury (such as cuts or slices to fingers)
- Adds strength to outer edges of panel

**RIBS:**
Ribs are raised stiffening ridges along the outer edges of the valley
- Adds strength and rigidity to the panel
- Reduces the chances of folds, creases or bends occurring
- Easier to carry and handle on the roof

**W-VALLEY:**
A raised ridge running the length of the valley
- Additional strength and rigidity to the panel

**Dimensions Available:**
- 12” x 12”
- Standard lengths: 8’ & 10’
- Custom Sizes Available.

**Profile Options:**
- V-Valley: Plain, Hemmed only, Hemmed & Ribbed
- W-Valley: Plain, Hemmed only, Hemmed & Ribbed

*Colours may not be exactly as shown*